Commonly recognised Plasmodium falciparum parasites cause cerebral malaria.
Cerebral malaria (CM) is a devastating form of Plasmodium falciparum malaria, in which adherence and sequestration of infected red blood cells in cerebral blood vessels play a major role. In order to determine whether a distinct parasite phenotype favours the development of this severe complication, P. falciparum isolates from Gabonese children suffering from CM or uncomplicated malaria (UM) were analysed for their binding phenotypes and their recognition in flow cytometry. CM isolates exhibited the ability to form rosettes and to bind ICAM-1, in line with previous studies correlating these phenotypes with CM disease pathology. CM isolates were more reactive with plasma from our cohort than UM parasites. This observation, together with the finding that some CM isolates were highly correlated with each other in their immunoreactivities, confirms that common parasites bearing conserved epitopes, which are capable of inducing cross-reactive antibodies, can cause CM in children.